Abstract. Combined Reality (augmented virtual reality, AVR) is gaining much more popularity in sports video comment, especially in the soccer match video. Compared with the ways of traditional presenting, Augmented Virtual Presentation (AVP) can provide audience a kind of immersive feeling. One of the key technologies of AVP is player localization. In this paper, we propose a new method of player localization in AVP system. We first detect the commented players with an improved SSD model, and then select a proper frame according to importance evaluation of the frames. Finally, we find the optimal position where we want to place the presenter. The extensive experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of our method and advantages over the traditional ones.
Introduction
Virtual technology attracts more and more attention nowadays due to people's demands and commercial applications, such as TV, Film, Drama, and various commentaries of historical places, virtual traveling, sports matches, and so on. There are a lot of VR systems have been put into practical applications. For example, Forsman [1] proposed a tracking algorithm for virtual 3D objects in outdoor. [2] Found that AR was benefit to being used for navigation outdoors. On the 3D reconstruction, [3] showed the virtual technology to be good tools. In soccer match videos, the way of the traditional presenting is that the player competes in the playground while the presenter sits in the studio, respectively. In such a way, we can only see the game, while not pay attention to presenter's explanation clearly. Sometimes, the audience cannot understand well the analysis of the match listened from the presenter. We propose a new AVP system in which the presenter is embedded in match videos in order to provide audience a kind of vivid and immersive feeling.
In our new presenting system, two of key factors are how to ensure the presenter's location and size according to the players' location and size. During a soccer match, the shots are changing at time, even the abrupt shot cut exists. So in this paper, we fix the presenter localization based on player detection. In the traditional object detection methods [4, 5, 6] , the detection was divided to three steps: region proposal by selective search, feature extraction by CNN and classification which cost too much time. [7, 8] adopted the idea of end-to-end and used deeper CNN network. We implement an improved the Single Shot Multi-box Detection (SSD) model and detect the players of interest of the highlights video. In general, the part need to be presented is within a certain range. So we calculated the important region which contained the all players of interest. What's more, the images with complex backgrounds or in the long shots are not fit to make the commentary. We proposed an algorithm to select the proper presentation images according to the location of detected max-scale player and the important region. Also, we can obtain the presenter's far end in the pitch. The flowchart of our work is shown in Fig.1 . 
Player Detection
To locate the presenter, we need to know which frame of the video is fit to do the commentary that depends on the players' state including location, size, pose. So we used an improved SSD model to do the players detection to get the players' crucial information.
The model is based on a feed-forward convolutional network. To improve the detection speed, we adopt the idea of end-to-end which cost much less time. In addition, designing a set of multi-scale feature maps and making the predictions in advance do much well in improving detection accuracy. The approach produces a set of fixed-ratio boxes and scores the class and location of the object in those boxes, and then gets the final result by a non-maximum suppression step. The network only needs an input image and its corresponding ground truth boxes for each labeled object during training. Then we can obtain almost all players' locations and scales in a single image or every frame in the videos during the test. The model's structure is showed in Fig. 2 .
Through the model, we can obtain not only the detected objects' locations, but also its corresponding categories. The overall objective loss function is a weighted sum of the localization loss ( oc l ) and the confidence loss ( conf ) [8] :
Where N is the number of matched default boxes. If N =0, we set the loss to 0.The localization loss is a Smooth L1 loss between the predicted box ( l ) and the ground truth box ( g ) parameters.
The network can accomplish multiple tasks, including producing multi-scale bounding boxes, the feature extraction and deciding the objects' locations and classification. So it saved a lot of time when detecting the players in every frame of a video. However, there are some non-explanatory objects will also be detected. In general, the shot is focused on the pivotal players who are related to the current highlights, so the important players who will be presented in a single shot are larger and clearer than others. The model can select nearly all players of interest whose confidence coefficient are greater than a threshold. The players are too small and there are not highlight events in general in the long shots. Meanwhile, some long shots that are unnecessary for presenter to do the live commentary can be filtered.
Selecting Proper Presentation Images
When we put the presenter into the playground to do the presentation, the proper frames containing useful and meaningful information need to be selected firstly. What's more, we should know which region of the image is so important that is worth presenting in detail and specific. So the important region containing players of interest need to be calculated. Based on the players' locations and scales detected, we calculated the smallest rectangle region that includes all important players whose confidence coefficient is greater than the threshold.
When the presenter is put into the image, if the players of the image are too large or too small, the image has little presentation information to be presented. Besides, the presenter cannot be put into the image if the important region is too large. So, we proposed a method to select the proper presentation images which not only containing rich information, but also have enough space to put the presenter in.
Based on the players detected, we obtain the location and scale information of player with max-scale ratio to the whole image. Simultaneously, we selected some images with the ratio of max-scale player satisfied a range (0.04, 0.2). The range is set by lots of experiments. By this way, some images that are not fit to be presented can be filtered out. According to the location of important region, whether the image still has enough space to put the presenter in can be judged. By this way, some images in which the important players occupied too much space can be filtered.
Presenter Localization
In order to not only let the audience has a vivid and immersive feeling, but also a presenter can make accurate explanation to the match, we need to determine the route of the presenter, namely the need to identify he or she can reach the far end of the position. According to the location
of the important region, we judge the approximate location of the presenter, on the left or right of the region, by comparing the function. If 1 rea
The presenter should be located on the left of the region, otherwise, on the right. Where M is the length of the image, which is number of pixels.
In general, the max-scale player is the most important illustration of the image. So we set the presenter' feet has the same ordinate value as the max-scale player's. And the presenter's location has the distance to the region with a certain proportion of pixels. In order to tally with the actual, the presenter's height and the max-scale player's height is equal. And according to the presenter's own proportion, the width of the presenter can be calculated. So the presenter localization is accomplished. The algorithm of selecting the proper images and presenter localization is given in Alg.1.
Other Problems
As we know, in a soccer match, there are players, referees, staff and other objects in the field. We attempt to insert a presenter into the ground, and the presenter need to move from the outside of the shot. During the movement, real objects in the ground and the virtual presenter will be blocked by each other in some cases.
For occlusion problem, we proposed a framework which includes two processing methods used in different scenarios:
• Accurate occlusion objects extraction by image segmentation method for close-up view. For close-up view, the occlusion players or objects are too large to ignore the details in the border. In this case, we apply image segmentation methods [9] in accurate occlusion processing.
• Semi-automatic occlusion hierarchy construction by camera calibration for middle/long view. For middle or long view, the occlusion players and objects are smaller. So the frame work we proposed for this case consists of two steps: generating complete and coarse masks of all occlusion objects in the field automatically; then The detection result of long shot. constructing the occlusion hierarchies by camera calibration.
After solving the occlusion, we can get a composited video with the presenter who can do the commentary interactively.
Experiments
For the experiments, we download the dataset of PASCAL VOC0712 for training the improved SSD model and 10 soccer match videos gathered from FIFA world cup (WC) to test. We segmenting out 100 video clip [10, 11] which contains highlights event to carry out the experiment.
Our experiments are based on Ubuntu14.04 and Nvidia GTX Titan X. After many experiments, we find that the players whose confidence coefficients are greater than 0.7 are most related to the current highlights of the image. So we detect the players of interest who satisfy. Some detection results are showed as Fig. 3 .
According to the detection result, the players without be obscured in close-up and middle shot can be detected well. However, there will be some mistakes when detecting the players with complexed backgrounds or in the long shot. Obviously, the latter case is not appropriate to be presented. So in this way, some images can be filtered.
Based on the results of players' detection, we calculated the location of max-scale player and important region of the image. According to the method we proposed, the images which are proper to do the virtual presentation can easily be selected out. And we can calculate the presenter's far end of the pitch based on the formula given. Some results are shown in the Fig. 4 .
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we proposed a new method of presenter's localization based on detecting for the AVP system and achieved satisfying results than traditional methods. The traditional detection methods spent a lot of time or the results are not fit to our destination. With the limitation of threshold, the players of interest are detected and we can ensure the presentation region. By our algorithm, we obtained the proper presentation images and the far location of presenter. For future work, we will use this method for virtual presentation of the other common highlight events.
